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Polymer Dynamics
[M.Doi, S.F.Edwards, The Theory of Polymer Dynamics]
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change with MW)
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Segmental Relaxation (depends on MW 
especially at low MW) 

Chain Relaxation:
‐ Rouse (Zimm) modes
‐ Reptation (for entnagled chains).
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Microscopic Picture: The Caging Effect
At short time, the particle is locked in a cage formed by its
neighbors. It perform some kind of rattling motion in the
cage. This is the Fast Picosecond Process.

At longer times, the particle escapes from the cage. The
escape depends on temperature (mean‐squared
displacement of atoms, <x2>) and density.
This escape is the Slow Process.
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The main difference between 
polymers and other materials 
appears in viscoelastic properties. 
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Traditional presentation of relaxation map in
polymers includes 4 regions:
-Glass-like behavior;
-Transition region;
-Rubbery plateau;
-Terminal relaxation (flow).
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However, there are a few relaxation processes
even in a glassy state (or at time scales shorter
than segmental relaxation).
In particular, secondary relaxations influence
mechanical properties of polymers.



Vibrations
Acoustical and Optical modes,              and their dispersion (energy vs wave vector) 

There is no significant difference in vibrational spectra between polymers and non‐polymeric 
materials. 

Debye Model
Assuming isotropic homogeneous elastic continuum, Debye predicted that the density of the 
vibrational states g(w) in acoustic region should follow

Here V is the volume and C is the sound velocity.

However, all disordered systems show strong deviation from the Debye behavior – the boson 
peak. 

g(ω) ω2



Vibrations in nano-structured materials
Longitudinal Acoustic Modes (LAM) in Polymeric Nanocrystals

Low-frequency Raman modes have been observed in
crystalline n-paraffins [Mizushima, Simanouti, J.Am.Chem.Soc. 71, 1320
(1949)] and PEO [Hartley, et al. Polymer 17, 355 (1976)]. Example of
Raman spectra of PEO [Kim, Krimm, Macromolecules 29,
7186 (1996)] and their variation with annealing (crystalline
growth).
The frequency of the mode is related to size of the nanocrystals
L [Snyder, et al. J.Chem.Phys. 100, 5422 (1994)]:
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Frequency vs inverse size of PEO nanocrystals 
[Kim, Krimm, Macromolecules 29, 7186 (1996)].

Polymer crystal

L – stem

length

LAM spectra provide information on distribution of nanocrystal sizes, defects and morphology.



Radial Breathing Modes (RBM) in carbon nanotubes

Low-frequency modes have been observed in Raman spectra 
of carbon nanotubes (CNT). It has been found:

RBM spectra of single-wall CNT 
bundles [Yu, Brus, J.Phys.Chem. 105, 
1123 (2001)].
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d is the nanotube diameter. The modes were interpreted as 
Radial Breathing Modes.

Theoretical calculations of
breathing modes in single
wall isolated CNT and CNT
in bundles [Popov, Henrard,
PRB 63, 233407 (2001)].

RBM spectra provide information on distribution of CNT
diameters, their interaction with neighbor CNT or with a
surrounding matrix.



Low‐energy vibrations, the Boson peak in light and neutron scattering spectra

Most of the authors ascribe the boson peak to excess vibrations caused by heterogeneity of 
elastic constant in a disordered structure. Very often the frequency of the boson peak is 
related to characteristic size of the heterogeneity  (analogy with nanostructures): ωBP~C/
Here C is the sound velocity.









Concluding remarks:

1. Vibrations are the fastest molecular motions. They are prefactors for
various relaxation, diffusion and etc. processes.

2. Optical modes usually do not show any particular polymer peculiarity.
They bring information on chemical composition, stresses and
interatomic interactions.

3. Low-frequency acoustic-like vibrations in nano-structured materials
can provide information on peculiarities of nano-structure, interactions
of nano-particles (nano-crystals, CNT, etc.) with a surrounding matrix.

4. Low-frequency vibrations (the boson peak) are cooperative motions of
many neighbor molecules.

5. Quasielastic scattering intensity may appear due to damping of
vibrations by relaxation mechanisms that are slower than the
vibrations.
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Spectral Shape of a Relaxation Peak
A simple relaxation process usually has a single exponential relaxation,  G(t)exp(‐t/).
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Single exponential relaxation
appears as a Lorentzian in the
frequency domain and
corresponds to a single 
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The ‐process is not a single exponential decay, it is usually well described by a stretched exponential
relaxation, the so‐called Kolrausch‐Williams‐Watts (KWW) equation:
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Stretched exponential process is usually approximated by a Cole‐Davidson distribution function. It is
asymmetric and has extended high‐frequency tail. Generally, bKWW.
This stretched‐exponential shape is not specific for the ‐relaxation in polymers only. Many low‐
molecular weight liquids (especially in the supercooled state) demonstrate that. However, polymeric
systems usually have higher stretching (e.g. lower values of KWW), KWW~0.35‐0.7.

H() is a distribution
of , i.e. it
characterizes how
many relaxators have
relaxation time .

Distribution of 







This observation suggests that the fast relaxation process involves cooperative motions of 
many neighbor chains. It is not a single atom (monomer) motion.





Methyl group Dynamics







Secondary Relaxation
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The main structural relaxation process (segmental
relaxation) is frozen below Tg and secondary
relaxations become the most important processes.

Secondary relaxation is a local process, mostly intra‐
molecular. It has Arrhenius temperature
dependence.

Secondary relaxation defines mechanical and many
other properties of solid polymers.

Dielectric loss spectra of poly(methyl acrylate) at
different T [Dielectric spectroscopy of Polymeric Materials,

Eds. Rund, Fitzgerald, p.85]. Segmental relaxation
disappears from the accessible frequency
window and only ‐relaxation is left.
It shows much weaker temperature dependence
than structural relaxation, its spectrum is very
broad and symmetric.
In many papers, secondary relaxation is ascribed
to motion of side groups. But this is not correct in
general.



-relaxation in polycarbonates [A.Yee and co-workers, Macromolecules 24, 1905(1991), and 31, 7865 (1998)]

It is difficult to identify unambiguously the molecular origin of secondary relaxation. In the case of
PC, the motion of carbonate group alone is too small, the -flip motion of rings cannot induce
mechanical relaxation since it is a jump between two symmetrical positions.
In order to identify structural units responsible for the -relaxation, different PC were compared.

Dynamic mechanical relaxation at 1 Hz in BPA-PC, TMBPA-PC and
a polymer with flexible cyclohexylene ring. Strong shift of the -
peak to higher T is observed. The shift is ascribed to restriction of
phenyl ring flips because of methyl groups.

Stress-strain curves at room T with strain rate ~3*10-3 1/s

BPA-PC shows ductile behavior
while TMBPA-PC shows brittle
behavior. Thus, activation of -
relaxation is important for
ductile behavior. Putting flexible
links every 3-5 monomers, one
can make TMBPA-PC ductile



Random copolymer of BPA- and TMBPA-carbonate shows a single
relaxation peak. This result shows that the cooperativity in the
motion extends over more than one repeating unit. A cooperative
motion of chain segments including both monomer units must be
involved.

BPA TMBPA

Mechanical relaxation at 11 Hz in
different block-copolymers. Two
separated peaks appear only in the
systems with block length ~9
monomers. It shows that extend of
cooperativity is >6-7 monomers. Ne
in BPA-PC is ~9.

Example of another block-copolymer with flexible cyclohexylene
ring that activates only at T~-65oC. -relaxation is not active at T~-
100oC even in copolymer with 5 monomer blocks. That supports
the conclusion that ~7-9 monomers are involved in a single
relaxation event in PC.

These results clearly demonstrate intra-molecular nature and strong cooperativity of the -relaxation in
PC. The authors also note the role of inter-chain interactions because the -peak is suppressed by aging.
Aging affects inter-chain interactions only.



Influence of molecular weight on secondary relaxation in PPG [Mattson, et al.PRL 90, 075702 (2003)]
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Analysis of dielectric relaxation spectra in methyl terminated
PPG shows that both, ‐ (segmental) and ‐ (secondary),
relaxations depend on molecular weight. However, secondary
relaxation shows much weaker variations with M.

The dependence for the ‐process levels off already at a few (~5) monomer
length, while it remains visible for the ‐process even at ~70 monomers.

These results support the idea that secondary relaxation
processes are more localized than the segmental relaxation.
They are more intra‐molecular in nature.The plot shows Tg for each process 

defined as T at which =100 s.



Concluding Remarks

1. Relaxations exist in polymers at any temperature, even much below the
glass transition Tg. These relaxation processes have very broad distribution
of relaxation times.

2. The fast relaxation presents a cooperative motion of several neighbor
chains.

3. Secondary relaxation is usually a local process. Its amplitude depends on
thermal annealing. That demonstrates the role of inter‐molecular
interactions for the secondary relaxation.

4. Earlier there were many attempts to relate secondary relaxations to
motions of small parts of the molecule (e.g. methyl groups). Recent studies
clearly demonstrate that in many cases the process involves many
monomers.

5. The intra‐chain cooperativity is well established, while the inter‐chain
interactions are usually not considered.


